NEWS RELEASE

High-Copper CSM FM Gold 250 Microphone Cables Deliver
High-Resolution, Long-Run Performance
June 25, 2019, Dachau, Germany: Premier cable manufacturer Cordial GmbH has begun shipping the
newest addition to their acclaimed high-copper series cables, the CSM FM Gold 250 microphone
cable, an optimized pairing of exceptional sonic performance and road-tested reliability.
Newly-fashioned from Cordial’s German-engineered and
-manufactured CMK 250 cable, the CSM FM Gold 250 series
is designed to deliver the most accurate, full-bandwidth
signal over the greatest possible distance, making it
ideal for both pro studio and for live applications.
“Our high-copper cables all excel at delivering pure,
uncompromised sound, and the CSM 250 FM Gold is
no different. We’re able to extend the full-bandwidth
performance of the cable to well over 100 feet before
signal attenuation is even measurable,” explained Cordial
project manager Georg Withof. “And we’ve engineered
the cable to be both supple and extremely durable, so live
sound engineers can work with it easily and use it confidently.”
In the studio, the sonic improvement offered by CSM FM 250 Gold cables over standard microphone
cables is readily apparent, even when long runs aren’t involved. Says Michael Dumas, co-owner (with
The Doors Robbie Krieger) of Horse Latitudes studio in Los Angeles, “The cables’ clarity is simply
stunning, and the cumulative effect of that clarity in a large session makes a dramatic difference in
the final recording.” CSM FM 250 Gold cables are also prominently featured in Grammy awardwinning engineer/producer Sylvia Massy’s new Dolby Atmos® facility in Ashland, Oregon, which is
being wired exclusively with Cordial cable. Sylvia’s take on Cordial: ”These cables are extraordinary…
every detail is perfect!”
The CSM FM Gold’s outstanding performance can be attributed to the use of dual double-shielded
0.5mm2 (AWG 21) inner copper cores—more than twice the copper content of standard microphone
cables and fashioned from Cordial’s own reserves of 99.99% pure virgin (non-recycled) oxygen-free
copper. The twisted core pair is then wrapped in both a noise-eliminating core sleeve and a braided
copper sleeve, and encased in a highly-durable PVC jacket. As with all Cordial cables, the CSM Gold
series is outfitted with hand-soldered Neutrik connectors; the “Gold” in the product’s name
references the Neutrik connector’s oxidation-resistant gold contacts. A convenient built-in Velcro tie
and clear heat-shrink label sleeves top off the package.
CSM FM 250 Gold microphone cables are available in pre-made lengths from 2.5m – 10m (8ft. –
33ft.) as well as in bulkware for installation and custom configurations. Prices start at $34.99 (MAP);
contact sales@mvproaudio.com for bulkware pricing and additional information.

